ResponderSync

Responder Sync™
Make Assignments in One System, One Time

ResponderSync™ is
the first information
system that
seamlessly links
your team members
and shares
assignments across
multiple systems.

There’s a pain point for clinical users, recognized or not. Every day, every shift, clinicians
have to make patient assignments in many systems. That step drives what patients they
need to chart on, how many patients they are caring for and their acuity, and contact
info if there is a result in or a physician call. Nurse call is not an exception; it uses this
association to route events to the nurse or tech for each patient directly to staff’s mobile
phones, and present this information to the Unit Secretary to triage patient calls from
the desk to the assigned clinicians. For years, clinicians have been required to do this
assignment manually many times, every day.

ResponderSync™ Removes the Extra Steps
The ResponderSync interface enables any assignments made in the Responder 5 system

One Sign-On Syncs
5 Essential Systems:
• Medical devices
• EMR
• Mobile phones
• iTV
• RTLS

to be shared with other systems — automatically, real-time, all day — without manual
intervention. Created in cooperation with industry leaders, the patent-pending interface
ensures that specific portfolios of systems are eligible for this time-saving integration.
ResponderSync removes silos of information and breaks down walls between systems.
Part of the Rauland Responder nurse call, ResponderSync helps ensure that the
information needed is shared across systems to make patient care the best it can be.

ResponderSync

Single Source
of Truth for
Assignments
Deciding which system is the
one system that has all of
your assignments is a decision
unique to each hospital.
All of the variables need to be
considered and integrated —
departments, staff, patients,
non-patient areas, specialized
teams, routing and escalation,
support staff, including nonclinical, and many more.

Mobile Devices
Connecting the mobile devices that clinical and support staff carry to the
systems that have vital clinical information is a necessary part of today’s
workflow. With ResponderSync, there is no need for a nurse to log into different
systems with their name and phone extension for the day. They do it once and get on with
their shift.

Location Systems
Considerable time and money has been invested in the location infrastructure
to automate workflow. But asking staff — clinical, support, physicians — to tell
a computer which badge they are carrying takes time and attention, each shift,
each day. ResponderSync shares this information from one system to another to get more
out of the location solution.

EMR
EMR is the source of truth for patient encounters. It gathers and collates data to
help caregivers make the best clinical decisions, and requires a common piece of
information — what nurse is going to chart on this patient today. Responder 5
not only has the nurse, but the aide, tech, transport, housekeeper, Radiology tech, ED RN
and countless others in the system.

Interactive TV
Part of providing patients with an excellent experience may include an
interactive in-room TV system that brings entertainment, education and
information about their stay right to the patient. Now, a patient can become
familiar with staff by seeing their picture and reading their name and role. By knowing
who their assigned care team is for the shift, they become less confused and more
comfortable with their stay.

Medical Devices
Patients commonly have various medical devices associated with them
throughout their stay - pulse ox, BP cuffs, telemetry. Each one of these devices
benefits from knowing who the nurse or tech is that is taking care of the patient.
With this information, devices can route critical alarms to the mobile phone assigned to
the staff. By sharing the assignment from Responder 5, repetitive, oft-forgotten steps are
eliminated and staff are notified appropriately.
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